Let α be an irrational number and I an interval of R. If α is diophantine, we show that any one-parameter group of homeomorphisms of I whose time-1 and α maps are C ∞ is in fact the flow of a C ∞ vector field. If α is Liouville on the other hand, we construct a one-parameter group of homeomorphisms of I whose time-1 and α maps are C ∞ but which is not the flow of a C 2 vector field (though, if I has boundary, we explain that the hypotheses force it to be the flow of a C 1 vector field). We extend both results to families of irrational numbers, the critical arithmetic condition in this case being simultaneous "diophantinity". For one-parameter groups defining a free action of (R, +) on I, these results follow from famous linearization theorems for circle diffeomorphisms. The novelty of this work concerns non-free actions.
Introduction
Standing assumption. In this article, all vector fields are assumed time-independant, complete and of regularity at least C 1 .
Motivation and results
This work is initially motivated by the study of so-called contractions of the closed half-line R + , i.e. C ∞ -diffeomorphisms f of R + such that f (x) < x for every x ∈ R * + (of course, R + can be replaced by any semi-open interval of R, and one could consider expansions instead of contractions).
One can obtain such a contraction by taking the time-1 map of a smooth contracting vector field on R + , that is a vector field vanishing only at 0 and "pointing leftwards" everywhere else, i.e. of the form u∂ x (where x is the coordinate on R + ) with u : R + → R − vanishing only at 0 (we will often identify the vector field with the corresponding function u).
But what is far less obvious is that, "conversely", by the works of Szekeres and Kopell [Sz58, Ko68] recalled below, any C ∞ contraction f of R + is the time-1 map of a unique C 1 contracting vector field ξ, which is C ∞ on R * + but need not be C ∞ (or even C 2 ) on R + as Sergeraert showed in [Se77] (cf. Section 3.1.1 for an outline of his construction). By the flow of a complete vector field, we mean the one-parameter group made of its time-t maps, t ∈ R. Theorem 1.1 (Szekeres [Sz58] , see also [Se77] and [Yo95] ). Let k ∈ N, k ≥ 2, and let f be a C k -diffeomorphism of R + without fixed point in R * + . Then f is the time-1 map of the flow of a complete vector field of class C 1 on R + and C k−1 on R * + .
Theorem 1.2 ("Kopell's Lemma" [Ko68] ). Let f and g be two commuting diffeomorphisms of R + of class C 2 and C 1 respectively. If f has no fixed point in R * + and g has one, then g = id.
Corollary 1.3 (cf. for example [Na11] ). Let k ∈ N, k ≥ 2, and let f be a C k -diffeomorphism of R + without fixed point in R * + . Then f is the time-1 map of the flow of a unique C 1 vector field on R + , which we call the Szekeres vector field of f . This vector field is C k−1 on R * + , and the C 1 -centralizer of f coincides with its flow.
The regularity of the Szekeres vector field is of importance because, as a consequence of the last statement, the C ∞ -centralizer Z ∞ f of a C ∞ contraction f of R + , i.e. the set of smooth diffeomorphisms of R + commuting with f , consists precisely of the smooth flow maps of its Szekeres vector field ξ. Let us denote by S ξ the subgroup of R made of the times t for which the time-t map of ξ is smooth. This subgroup contains Z in the present situation since the time-1 map f is assumed smooth. It can be all of R, when ξ itself is smooth, in which case the centralizer of f is a one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms (in particular path-connected), but it can also be reduced to Z, in which case the centralizer of f is infinite cyclic, generated by f , which is the case in Sergeraert's construction mentioned above.
In order to study Z n actions on one-dimensional manifolds and their possible deformations, it is important to know wether S ξ can be neither connected nor infinite cyclic (cf. ). The author answered this question in [Ey11] , combining Sergeraert's construction with AnosovKatok-like methods of deformation by conjugation (introduced in ; see also and the references therein) to construct a contracting vector field whose time-1 and α maps are smooth, for some irrational number α, but whose time-1 2 map is not C 2 , so that the set of smooth times is dense in R (it actually contains a Cantor set), but is not all of R.
In the construction of [Ey11] , the very good approximation of α by rational numbers played a crucial role. To make this statement more precise, let us recall the famous partition of R \ Q into diophantine and Liouville numbers. A real number α is said to satisfy a diophantine condition of order ν > 0 if their exists a constant C > 0 such that for every (p, q) ∈ Z × N * , |qα − p| > C q 1+ν , or in other words such that for every q ∈ N * , qα > C q 1+ν , where qα denotes the distance between qα and Z. A diophantine number is a number satisfying such a condition for some ν > 0 (in particular, such a number is necessarily irrational), and a Liouville number is an irrational number which is not diophantine. Roughly speaking, diophantine and Liouville numbers are respectively "badly" and "well" approximated by rational numbers.
For the construction of [Ey11] to work, α needed to be Liouville, and the author proved shortly afterwards in the (unsubmitted) preprint [Ey-prep] that one could actually make the construction work for any Liouville number α. It was then natural to wonder wether, conversely, the presence, along with 1, of a diophantine number α in the set of smooth times of a C 1 contracting vector field would force the latter to be C ∞ itself. The main achievement of this paper is to show that this is indeed true, and that the "contracting" hypothesis is actually unnecessary.
These two statements (for α Liouville and α diophantine respectively) correspond to the case "d = 1" in Theorems A and B below, which extend them to families of irrational numbers, for which we have the following "family-version" of the dichotomy diophantine/Liouville: we say that some numbers α 1 , . . . , α d , with d ∈ N * , are simultaneously diophantine if there exist ν > 0 and C > 0 such that for every q ∈ N * , max( qα 1 , . . . , qα d ) > C q 1+ν (this requires one of these numbers, at least, to be irrational). In particular, for a single number, simultaneously diophantine just means diophantine, but a pair of simultaneously diophantine numbers may consist of two (individually) Liouville numbers.
Theorem A. Let d ∈ N * . For any family (α 1 , . . . , α d ) of non simultaneously diophantine irrational numbers, there exists a complete C 1 contracting vector field on R + whose time-t map is C ∞ for every t ∈ Z + α 1 Z + · · · + α d Z but not C 2 for some other times t (in particular, ξ is not C 2 ). Remark 1.4. By construction (but we will see that it is in fact unavoidable), the smooth time-t maps of the corresponding vector field will be infinitely tangent to the identity at 0, the vector field will be smooth on R * + and its derivative will vanish at 0. It is then easy to glue such vector fields together to prove that the above statement remains true if one replaces "contracting vector field on R + " by "vector field on any interval I of R".
Theorem B. Let d ∈ N * and let (α 1 , . . . , α d ) be a family of simultaneously diophantine numbers. Given a complete C 1 vector field ξ on an interval I of R, if the time-t map of ξ is C ∞ for every t ∈ Z + α 1 Z + · · · + α d Z, then ξ itself is C ∞ .
Furthermore, the central general estimates involved in the proof of this statement also imply that, regardless of arithmetic considerations, if the set of smooth times contains 1 and an irrational number, then it must have the cardinality of the continuum:
Theorem C. Let ξ be a complete C 1 vector field on some interval I of R. If the set of t ∈ R such that the time-t map of ξ is C ∞ contains 1 and some irrational number α, then it actually contains a Cantor set K α (depending only on α, not on ξ).
As we will see in the next subsection (where we will review the necessary background on circle diffeomorphisms), if I is open (i.e, up to a smooth conjugacy, I = R) and ξ does not vanish on I, the statement of Theorem B is a direct consequence of the celebrated linearization Theorem 1.5 below, due to Herman and Yoccoz [He79, Yo84] for a single diffeomorphism and to Fayad and Khanin otherwise. Our proof is very much inspired from [Yo84] and , and will include the corresponding case, even though our contribution consists in dealing with vector fields with singularities. Theorem A too will be paralleled with another famous theorem by Herman generalized by Fayad and Khanin, Theorem 1.9, in the next subsection, while Theorem C will contrast with Theorem 1.11 by Yoccoz.
. . , g d be smooth pairwise commuting diffeomorphisms of the circle. If their rotation numbers are simultaneously diophantine, then they are simultaneously smoothly conjugated to the corresponding rotations.
Actually, we stated Theorem B in terms of C 1 flows because this is the natural setting when studying centralizers of smooth contractions as we explained at the beginning, but we will actually explain in Section 2.1 that the conclusion remains true if one starts instead with a one-parameter group of homeomorphisms of some interval I (we will often confuse the group with the continuous action of (R, +) on I that it defines): Theorem B'. Let d ∈ N * and let (α 1 , . . . , α d ) be a family of simultaneously diophantine numbers. If (f t ) t∈R is a one-parameter group of homeomorphisms of an interval I of R such that
t∈R is the flow of a C ∞ vector field on I.
We will see shortly that, while the case of a non-free action easily reduces to Theorem B using the works of Szekeres, Kopell and Takens (cf. Theorem 2.2) and without need of the arithmetic condition (the irrationality of one of the α i 's is enough for the reduction), the free case does not. The statement in this case is this time equivalent to Theorem 1.5, and the reduction from Theorem B' to Theorem B requires the arithmetic condition and may be considered as the "hardest part" of Theorem 1.5. Remark 1.6. The freeness of the action is equivalent to f 1 having no fixed point. More generally, for every t ∈ R * , Fix(f t ) = Fix(f 1 ), or equivalently: for any x ∈ I, the stabilizer Stab(x) of x under the action (t, x) → f t (x) is either {0} (meaning x is fixed only by the identity) or R (meaning x is fixed by the whole one-parameter group). Indeed, Stab(x) is a closed subgroup of R (so either {0}, infinite cyclic or R) which is, in addition, invariant under multiplication by 2 (so only {0} and R remain), meaning that, for every t ∈ R, f t (x) = x if and only if f 2t (x) = x. Indeed, one implication is straightforward (if
) k∈N is (strictly) monotonous (with a or b as a limit) and in particular, f 2t (x) = x. Note that this last (key) argument is specific to actions on intervals of R.
Theorem C too has a generalization in terms of one-parameter groups of homeomorphisms, but this time, it will follow from Theorem 1.11 that the generalization does not hold in the free case:
Theorem C'. Let (f t ) t∈R be a one-parameter group of homeomorphisms of an interval I of R with a global fixed point. If {t ∈ R : f t ∈ Diff ∞ + (I)} contains Z + αZ for some irrational number α, then it actually contains a Cantor set K α (depending only on α).
The plan of the article is simple: in Section 2, we prove Theorems B' and C', and in Section 3, we prove Theorem A. These two sections are completely independent.
Before clarifying the parallel with circle diffeomorphisms, let us make two more comments about the above statements and their possible variants.
Remark 1.7. For a single diffeomorphism, Theorem 1.5 has a more precise statement in finite (not necessarily integral) regularity, and so does Theorem B: if α is diophantine of order ν and the time-t maps of a C 1 vector field ξ, for t ∈ Z + αZ, are of class C k with k ≥ 3, then ξ is a C γ pull-back of a C γ vector field for any γ < k − 1 − β. It will be the aim of another article to present this refined statement and study its optimality.
Remark 1.8. The statements of Theorems B, B', C and C' remain true for I = T 1 = R/Z since this case reduces to the case I = R by lifting. So in the end, these statements hold for any 1-dimensional manifold, with or without boundary.
Relation with circle diffeomorphisms
In this article, "the circle" refers to T 1 = R/Z. Given α ∈ R, we denote byᾱ its projection to T 1 . Furthermore, we denote by H(T 1 ) the set of homeomorphisms of R commuting with the unit translation. Recall that, given f ∈ H(T 1 ), for every x ∈ R, ( f n (x)−x n ) n∈N * converges towards a number which does not depend on x, called the translation number of f and denoted by τ (f ). Note that f has a fixed point if and only if τ (f ) = 0. Now if g is a homeomorphism of the circle and ifg ∈ H(T 1 ) is a lift of g to R, τ (g) depends only on g (not on the lift) and is called the rotation number of g, denoted by ρ(g). The basic idea (developed below) is that a diffeomorphism of the circle with irrational rotation number α "corresponds" to the time-α map of a one-parameter subgroup of H(T 1 ). More precisely, the correspondance between both settings is as follows, with d ∈ N * , (α 1 , . . . , α d ) ∈ R d \ Q d (without loss of generality, we assume α 1 ∈ R \ Q), and
From Theorem 1.5 to Theorem B' (in the free case). Given an open interval I, let t → f t ∈ Homeo + (I) be a free continuous action of (R, +) on I such that f t is C ∞ for every t ∈ G. Up to a smooth conjugacy, we can assume I = R and f 1 = T 1 . Then, for every t ∈ R, f t is a homeomorphism of R commuting with the unit translation, so it has a well-defined translation number τ (f t ), and this translation number is t. Indeed, τ is a group morphism when restricted to abelian subgroups, and in particular, t → τ f (f t ) is a continuous homomorphism from (R, +) to itself sending 1 to 1, hence the identity. Hence, f α 1 , . . . , f α d induce commuting C ∞ -diffeomorphisms g 1 , . . . , g d of the circle, whose rotation numbers areᾱ 1 , . . . ,ᾱ d . If the latter diffeomorphisms are simultaneously C ∞ -conjugated to the corresponding rotations, the conjugating diffeomorphism lifts to a smooth diffeomorphism of R commuting with f 1 = T 1 and conjugating f α 1 to T α 1 , and thus, by density of Z + α 1 Z in R, conjugating (f t ) t∈R to the group of translations (T t ) t∈R (which is, in particular, the flow of a smooth vector field). Hence Theorem 1.5 implies Theorem B' for I open and t → f t free.
From Theorem B' (free case) to Theorem 1.5. Conversely, consider smooth commuting diffeomorphisms g 1 , . . . , g d of R/Z with respective rotation numbersᾱ 1 , . . . ,ᾱ d . Since α 1 is irrational, Denjoy's theorem claims that g 1 is conjugated by a homeomorphism ϕ to the rotation Rᾱ 1 . Since g 2 , . . . , g d commute with g 1 , their conjugates by ϕ commute with Rᾱ 1 , so are themselves rotations (by irrationality of α 1 ), and since their rotation numbers are stillᾱ 2 , . . . ,ᾱ d , this actually means that ϕ simultaneously conjugates g 1 , . . . 
, in which f 1 = T 1 and f α i =g i are C ∞ for every i, as in our setting, and for every t = 0, f t has no fixed point.
If, for k ∈ N * , (f t ) t∈R is the flow of a C k vector field on R (necessarily without zeroes), it is tautologically C k -conjugated to (T t ) t∈R (by the diffeomorphism ψ : t ∈ R → f t (0) ∈ R). But one easily sees, by density of G in R, that ψ andφ then only differ by a translation, so in this case,φ is also C k , and so is ϕ. In particular, Theorem B' (in the case I = R and t → f t free) implies Theorem 1.5, so we have the equivalence we announced.
The above also implies: Corollary 1.10 (of Theorem 1.9). If α 1 , . . . , α d are not simultaneously diophantine, there exists a free continuous action t ∈ (R, +) → f t ∈ Homeo + (R) such that f t is smooth for every
Theorems B and B' (free case). This shows, first, that, as announced, Theorem B' does not reduce directly, without arithmetic assumption, to Theorem B in the case I = R and t → f t free. In [He79, Yo84] , proving the C 1 -regularity of the conjugating homeomorphism is already more than half of the proof of the linearization theorem, and this is still weaker than having a C 1 flow.
Relation between the free and non-free case. This also makes the analogy between Theorem A and Theorem 1.9 more explicit, the one-parameter group of the corollary 1.10 of the latter corresponding to the flow of the former.
We now focus on the differences between the two cases, for which it is enough to consider the case of a single irrational number α (that is, the case d = 1).
Let us stress that there can be no strict analogue of Corollary 1.10 for non-free actions (cf. Proposition 2.1 in Section 2.1): if t → f t ∈ Homeo + (I), for some interval I, is a non-free action such that f 1 and f α are smooth, with α irrational, then it follows from the works of Szekeres and Kopell (and subsequent developments) that (f t ) t∈R is a C 1 flow on I.
Let us also point out that even a version of Theorem 1.9, or Corollary 1.10, where C 1 would be replaced by C 2 (we claim that such a version exists) would not help prove Theorem A: a one-parameter group (F t ) t∈R in Homeo + (R) obtained from such a statement cannot be used, "adding a point at −∞", to yield a one-parameter group (f t ) t∈R of homeomorphisms of R + whose time-1 and α maps are C ∞ -diffeomorphisms of R + . Indeed, f 1 would then be a smooth contraction or expansion of R + , so by Szekeres and Kopell f α would be an element of the flow of its Szekeres vector field, the time-α map actually (by an argument based on relative translation numbers), and, by density, f t , for every t ∈ R, would be the time-t map, which is C ∞ on R * + , so F t would itself be C ∞ for every t, a contradiction. Conversely, Theorem A says nothing interesting about circle diffeomorphism. Nevertheless, the proof of Theorem A borrows some key ingredients to one possible proof of Theorem 1.9.
Similarly, while, for the diophantine case, free actions (resp. nonvanishing vector fields) on an open interval and non-free ones (resp. vanishing ones) on any interval share a common statement: Theorem B' (resp. Theorem B), none of these two cases implies the other. In the case of vector fields for example: starting with a vanishing one, the nonvanishing case applied to the complement of its singularities will tell us nothing about the regularity at the singularities, and will tell us something we already know on the complement: the smoothness of the vector field there follows directly from Szekeres and Kopell (cf. Section 2.1 for more detail) and does not even require the assumption on f α .
Conversely, starting with a nonvanishing C 1 flow (F t ) t∈R on an open I, say R, one could try to reduce to the vanishing case by first "compactifying" R (at least on one side, as R + , say) so that F 1 and F α extend smoothly at the newly created boundary. But this already requires the diophantine condition, since the existence of such a compactification implies, by Szekeres and Kopell again, that F 1 and F α belong to a smooth flow, and we claimed that this is not necessarily true for α Liouville.
However, as far as Theorem B is concerned, we will see that the two cases (vanishing and non-vanishing) share a common proof.
Let us conclude this paragraph by citing a later work of Yoccoz, which shows that the statement of Theorem C' does not hold for free actions: This statement actually implies that there exists α ∈ R \ Q and a one-parameter subgroup (F t ) t∈R of Homeo + (R) (defining a free action) such that the set {t ∈ R : F t ∈ Diff ∞ + (R)} is exactly Z + αZ. Indeed, letᾱ be the rotation number of a g given by Theorem 1.11. As earlier, let ϕ be a circle homeomorphism given by Denjoy's theorem such that
in which the only elements which are C ∞ -diffeomorphisms are the iterates of g, which correspond to t ∈ Z + αZ. Lifting (f t ) t∈R to R gives the desired one-parameter subgroup of Homeo + (R).
1.3 Formulae and notations
Derivation formulae
In this paragraph, I denotes any interval of R. If ϕ : I → R is sufficiently regular, given r ∈ N, for readability reasons, we will denote the r-th derivative of ϕ by D r ϕ rather than ϕ (r) .
In both parts of this article, we will make use of Faà di Bruno's formula below, which holds for any sufficiently regular functions ϕ, ψ : I → R, and where, for r ∈ N * , Π r denotes the set of partitions of [[1, r] ], |π| the number of "blocks" in a partition π ∈ Π r and, for such a block B of π (which we abusively denote by "B ∈ π"), |B| denotes the number of elements of B:
Gathering the terms corresponding to a same value of |π|, this can be rewritten as:
where B r,k is a so-called Bell polynomial, which is a polynomial in m = r − k + 1 variables X 1 ,. . . , X m in which every monomial is of the form cX
with c ∈ R, j 1 + · · · + j m = k and j 1 +2j 2 +· · ·+mj m = r, meaning B r,k is homogeneous of degree r when X i is given weight i.
If g is now a C ∞ diffeomorphism of I, starting with the equality (Dg −1 • g) × Dg = 1 and using Faà di Bruno's Formula, one gets by induction on r:
for some universal polynomial P r in r variables without constant term.
Now if g and h are smooth orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of I (so that the logarithm of their first derivative is well-defined), it will prove fruitful to use the usual "chain-rule" under the form:
so that the nonlinearity differential operator defined by
and by induction:
For higher order derivatives, one has, for every r ∈ N * (the formulas and their labeling are those of [Yo84] ):
and
where Q r l and R r l (as well as A l and B l below) denote universal polynomials of l variables X 1 , . . . , X l , homogeneous of weight l if X i is given weight i, and equal to 1 if l = 0.
Finally, one has the following relations between the regular derivatives and those of the nonlinearity:
"Norms"
Given a map ϕ : I → R, we write
(the interval I on which the supremum is taken will usually be clear from the context; namely, it will be R + in Section 3 and R in Section 2. If not, we will specify it by writing ϕ 0,I ). If ϕ is C r , for r ∈ N, we write
(finite if I = R and ϕ is periodic, which will be the case in Section 2, cf. Section 2.2).
Proofs of Theorems B' and C'
In Section 2.1, we reduce Theorems B' and C' to a particular case of Theorems B and C. Next, in Section 2.2, we present general facts about C r -norms that will be used throughout the subsequent sections. The strategy of the proof of Theorem B (in the reduced setting) is then explained in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. First, we show that the regularity of the vector field ξ can be deduced from a control on f t for t in some subset of
and Theorem 2.10). This control is obtained, using the arithmetic condition, from the general estimates of Lemma 2.14 (about f t for some very specific values of t) which do not require this condition. This central lemma is proved in Section 2.5. Intermediate (general) estimates leading to it are then used in Section 2.6 to prove Theorem C. This strategy is very much inspired from [Yo84] (itself building on [He79] ) for a single irrational number, and from [Fa-Kh09] for the case of families (see the introduction for the parallel between our situation and diffeomorphisms of the circle), but with a notable difference. The fact that we start with a C 1 flow while [Yo84, Fa-Kh09] start with a C 0 one-parameter group has a huge effect on the complexity of the proofs, and on the very order in which statements appear. In particular, in [Yo84, Fa-Kh09], some estimates require the arithmetic condition while here they do not, and [Yo84, Fa-Kh09] need some bootstrapping while a single step is sufficient for us.
Reduction
2.1.1 From Theorems B' and C' to Theorems B and C
and (f t ) t∈R be a one-parameter group of homeomorphisms of an interval I of R, such that f t ∈ Diff
in the setting of Theorem C'). We already saw in Section 1.2 that if the corresponding action of (R, +) on I is free (in which case I is necessarily open) and if α 1 , . . . , α d are simultaneously diophantine, the linearization Theorem 1.5 for circle diffeomorphisms implies the conclusion of Theorem B', i.e. (f t ) t∈R is the flow of a smooth vector field on I. So we only need to explain the reduction in the non-free case.
In that case, one has the following proposition where, for a smooth diffeomorphism f of an interval I, ITI(f ) denotes the set of points of I where f is infinitely tangent to the identity (ITI), i.e. all derivatives (including the 0-th) of f − id vanish: Proposition 2.1. Let (f t ) t∈R be a one-parameter group of homeomorphisms of an interval I of R, such that f t ∈ Diff ∞ + (I) for every t ∈ Z + αZ for some irrational number α, and f 1 has at least one fixed point. Then (f t ) t∈R is the flow of a (unique) C 1 vector field on I, which is in addition C ∞ on the complement of ITI(f 1 ).
Hence Theorem B' in the non-free case and Theorem C' reduce to Theorems B and C respectively. The proof of Proposition 2.1 mainly relies on Szekeres' and Kopell's Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, as well as the following statement:
has no fixed point in (a, b) and is not infinitely tangent to the identity at a, its Szekeres vector field is C ∞ on [a, b).
Furthermore, if a C ∞ -diffeomorphism f of some open interval (a, b) has a unique fixed point c ∈ (a, b) where it is not infinitely tangent to the identity, its Szekeres vector fields on (a, c] and [a, b) match up smoothly at c.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Assume the action is not trivial (which, according to Remark 1.6, is equivalent to f = f 1 not being the identity). Let (a, b) be a connected component of I \ Fix(f 1 ). Since f 1 has at least one fixed point, at least one of the endpoints of (a, b), say a, is finite and belongs to I. So, as a smooth contraction or expansion on [a, b), f has a well-defined Szekeres vector field ξ a on [a, b). If b also belongs to I, i.e. is a fixed point of f , f also has a Szekeres vector field ξ b on (a, b]. Usually, the two do not necessarily coincide. But in our present situation, they do.
Indeed, f α , which has the same fixed points as f , induces a smooth diffeomorphism of [a, b] commuting with f , and thus, by corollary 1.3, coincides there with some time-β and γ maps of ξ a and ξ b respectively, and one actually has α = β = γ. Indeed, if (φ t a ) t (resp. (φ t b ) t ) denotes the flow of ξ a (resp. ξ b ), for any given x 0 ∈ (a, b), t → φ t a (x 0 ), t → φ t b (x 0 ) and t → f t (x 0 ) define three homeomorphisms from R onto (a, b) which conjugate f to T 1 and f α to T β , T γ and T α respectively. These three translations are thus conjugated to each other by homeomorphisms commuting with T 1 , so they must have the same translation number, which gives the desired equality.
Hence, on (a, b), φ t a = φ t b for t = 1 and α, so for every t ∈ Z + αZ which is dense in R since α is assumed irrational, so, by continuity, for every t ∈ R, which means ξ a = ξ b on (a, b). Thus, it makes sense to talk about the Szekeres vector field of f on each connected component of I \ Fix(f ) (where it is smooth), and to extend it to I by 0. Let ξ denote the resulting (continuous) vector field on I.
If c is a fixed point of f where f is not ITI, c is an isolated fixed point and by Takens' result 2.2, ξ is C ∞ near c. What is left to prove is that ξ is C 1 near the ITI fixed points and that (f t ) t∈R is its flow. If f had only isolated ITI fixed points, for such a point c, the regularity of ξ near c would directly follow from the C 1 regularity of the Szekeres vector field of a contraction (or expansion) of a semi-open interval, and the observation that, if the contraction is ITI at c, its Szekeres vector field is necessarily C 1 -flat at c. To settle the case of non-isolated ITI fixed points, one applies a Theorem by Yoccoz [Yo95, chap. 4, Theorem 2.5] which claims the "continuous dependence" (in C 1 -topology) of the Szekeres vector field with respect to its time-1 map (in C 2 -topology) and shows in particular that if the time-1 map is C 2 -close to the identity, the Szekeres vector field is C 1 -small.
Hence ξ is C 1 and its time-1 map, f 1 , is well-defined on I so ξ is complete, and we already know that f α coincides on I \ Fix(f ) with the time-α map φ α ξ of ξ, and this is also true on Fix(f ) since ξ vanishes and f α is the identity there. Thus f t = φ t ξ for all t ∈ Z + αZ, and once again we conclude by continuity and density.
Reduction of Theorems B and C to one particular case
We are thus reduced to proving Theorems B and C. We claim that it is sufficient to prove them in the case where I = R, ξ is 1-periodic and α 1 , . . . , α d (resp. α) belong to [0, 1 4 ). For readability reasons, we explain this reduction only for the case d = 1 in Theorem B, but the general case is identical. So let ξ be a complete C 1 vector field on some interval I whose time-t map is C ∞ for every t ∈ Z + αZ for some irrational α. First, replacing α by some qα − p, (p, q) ∈ Z × (Z \ {0}) if necessary, one may indeed assume that α ∈ [0, 1 4 ). As we already saw, in Theorem B, the case of a non-vanishing ξ (which implies that I is open, otherwise, by completeness, ξ would have to vanish on the boundary) is a consequence of Theorem 1.5. This case will nevertheless be included in our proof. By smooth conjugation, we can assume, in this case, that I is R and that the time-1 map f 1 is the unit translation T 1 . In particular, ξ is 1-periodic.
For a vector field with singularities, we now explain how to reduce again to a 1-periodic vector field on R. Assume ξ vanishes somewhere. Applying Proposition 2.1 to its flow, we get that ξ is actually smooth on the complement of ITI(f 1 ). Assume ITI(f 1 ) is nonempty (otherwise we are done) and let a be one of its elements. For Theorem B, assuming α is diophantine, it is sufficient to prove that ξ is smooth on I + = I ∩ [a, +∞) and I − = I∩] − ∞, a]: this is clear if one of these intervals is a singleton, and otherwise, if ξ is smooth on both, since f 1 is ITI at a, ξ will necessarily be infinitely flat at a on both sides 1 and thus smooth on the union I. Now in order to prove the smoothness on I + , say, it is sufficient to prove it on any segment with f 1 ITI at a and b, and, up to a smooth conjugacy, we can assume a = 0 and b = 1. The vector field under scrutiny, which is C 1 -flat at the boundary, can then be extended to R as a 1-periodic C 1 vector field, whose time-1 and α maps are C ∞ since they are C ∞ on R \ Z and their restriction to every [n, n + 1], n ∈ Z, is ITI at the boundary. This completes the reduction for Theorem B, and a similar argument reduces the proof of Theorem C to the same particular case where ξ is 1-periodic on R.
From now on, we will say we are in the reduced setting of Theorems B and C if, in addition to their respective hypotheses, one adds: I = R, ξ is 1-periodic and α 1 , . . . , α d (resp. α) belong to [0, 1 4 ).
C r -norms
We will thus be concerned with the following function spaces. For r ∈ N * , we abusively denote by C r (T 1 ) the set of 1-periodic C r functions on R, and by D r (T 1 ) the set of orientation preserving C r -diffeomorphisms of R which commute with the unit translation. Now · 0 : f → sup R |f | defines a norm on C 0 (T 1 ), which makes it a Banach space, as is C r (T 1 ) endowed with the C r -norm defined by
We will be particularly interested in the subset C r 0 (T 1 ) of C r (T 1 ) made of the maps ϕ ∈ C r (T 1 ) such that D l ϕ vanishes somewhere for every 0 ≤ l ≤ r. Note that for any f ∈ D r+1 (T 1 ), Dh − 1 and log Dh belong to C r 0 (T 1 ). In particular, in the reduced setting of Theorems B and C, for every t ∈ Z + α 1 Z + · · · + α d Z (resp. Z + αZ), for every r ∈ N * , Df t − 1 and log Df t belong to
Proof. The inequality D r ϕ 0 ≤ ϕ r is immediate. Conversely, for 0 ≤ j ≤ r − 1, for any x ∈ R, there exists y at distance less than 1 from x where D j ϕ vanishes, and the mean value theorem then implies
, which concludes the proof by a finite induction.
The following gives relations between the different norms · r (this is precisely Proposition 3 in [Yo84] , for which Yoccoz refers to the appendix of [Ho76] ).
Proposition 2.4 (Hadamard's convexity inequalities). Let r 1 , r 2 and r 3 ∈ N with r 3 ≥ r 2 ≥ r 1 and r 1 = r 3 . There is a constant C depending only on r 3 such that for every ϕ ∈ C r 3 (T 1 ),
This (applied to r 1 = 0, r 2 = p and r 3 = l) directly implies the following statement, a key ingredient in the proof of the next Lemma 2.6, whose corollary 2.7, applied to smooth times of a C 1 flow, gives Corollary 2.8, which will be determinant in the calculations of the next sections. Lemma 2.6 will, more generally, be very useful to control derivatives of composed maps, as one may imagine given the derivation formulas of Section 1.3.1.
Lemma 2.5. Let l ∈ N * and let F ⊂ C l (T 1 ) be a C 0 -bounded family of maps. There exists
Lemma 2.6 (cf. [Yo84] , Lemme 12 p. 35). Let m ≤ l ∈ N and let P be a polynomial in m variables X 1 , . . . , X m , homogeneous of weight l if X i has weight i. If F ⊂ D l+1 (T 1 ) is a family of diffeomorphisms such that {log Dg, g ∈ F} is C 0 -bounded, then there exists C = C(l, P, F) > 0 such that for every g ∈ F:
Proof. The proof is made substantially simpler than its analogue in [Yo84] by the fact that we are concerned only with integral regularity. It is enough to prove these estimates in the case where P is a monomial X
The proof of the second estimate is identical, just replacing log Dg by Dg − 1, and the third one follows from the second one by observing that
and using again the C 0 -boundedness of {log Dg, g ∈ F}.
Corollary 2.7 (cf. [Yo84] , Corollaire p. 351). Let k ∈ N * and F ⊂ D k (T 1 ) be a family of diffeomorphisms such that {log Dg, g ∈ F } is C 0 -bounded. Then there exists C > 0 such that for every g ∈ F and every r ∈ [[0,
Proof. Again, the proof is a simplified version of that in [Yo84] . The result follows from the general derivation formulas (A) and (B) relating the derivatives of log Dg and Dg − 1, combined to Lemma 2.6 above, using also Lemma 2.3 in order to write
(the assumption F ⊂ D k (T 1 ) implies that log Dg and Dg−1 satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3).
This applies in particular to the smooth times of the flow (f t ) t∈R of a 1-periodic C 1 vector field on R, for which {log Df t , t ∈ B} is indeed C 0 -bounded for any bounded subset B of R, and in particular for B = [−1, 1], which will be sufficient for our purpose.
Corollary 2.8. Let ξ be a 1-periodic C 1 vector field on R and (f t ) t∈R be its flow. Then for every r ∈ N, there exists C > 0 such that for every t ∈ [−1, 1] for which f t is smooth,
2.3 Regularity of ξ and control on {f
Here and in the next section, we focus on Theorem B. The proof will involve some general estimates (which do not require any arithmetic condition), from which we will deduce Theorem C in Section 2.6.
In [He79, Yo84] , for r ≥ 1, the C r -linearisability of a circle diffeomorphism g of irrational rotation numberᾱ is reduced to the C r -boundedness of the set of iterates g n , n ∈ N. Actually, if one deals with C ∞ regularity and is not too concerned with the optimal regularity of the conjugacy for a given regularity assumption on g, one will be happy enough to know that the C r+1 -boundedness of the set of iterates implies the C r -linearisability.
Following Herman, this is, in a nutshell, because it implies the C r+1 -boundedness of the sequence (h N ) N = ( 1 N N n=0 g n ) N , which then, by Ascoli's Theorem, has a C r -converging subsequence, and a simple computation shows that the limit conjugates g to the corresponding rotation Rᾱ.
But one can aternatively argue as follows: if φ is a homeomorphism such that φ −1 •g•φ = Rᾱ (given by the Denjoy theorem) and if g t := φ • R t • φ −1 (so that g = g α ), the C r+1 -boundedness of the set of iterates can be proved to imply, again by Ascoli, and by density of Z + αZ in R, the C r regularity of every g t and the C r -boundedness of the set {g t , t ∈ [0, 1]} (compare with Theorem 2.10 below), which can then be proved to imply the C r regularity of the conjugacy (cf. proof of Proposition 2.9) between (g t ) t∈R and the group of rotations (R t ) t∈R . This is the argument we are going to adapt to our situation. In our setting however, the flow (f t ) t∈R under scrutiny may have global fixed points, which allows a multitude of possible local behaviors, and there is no privileged model (like the action by rotations in the above argument) to conjugate it to. Nevertheless, the last step of the above argument has the following analogue in our situation.
Proposition 2.9 (Equivalent condition). Let ξ be a 1-periodic C 1 vector field on R, and (f t ) t∈R be its flow. For every r ∈ N * , the following are equivalent:
(i) ξ is the pull-back of a C r vector field by an element of D r (T 1 );
(ii) f t is C r for every t ∈ R and {f t , t ∈ [0, 1]} is C r -bounded.
We henceforth denote by (P r ) this unique property. This is a particular case of a much more general result by Dorroh [Do71] , further generalized by Hart [Ha82, Ha83] . We give a proof based on [Ha82] at the end of this subsection. Of course, the implication (i) ⇒ (ii) is not surprising: the regularity of a vector field implies the regularity of its flow. It is the converse which is of interest to us. Assuming (ii), the conjugacy of (i) is built as an average on t of time-t maps of the flow (which is actually precisely what one gets in the circle case when one takes the limit of Herman's averages h N ). Now what we wish to prove is that, in the reduced setting (cf. previous paragraph) of Theorem B, (P r ) holds for the ξ under scrutiny, for any r ∈ N * . We will obtain (P r ) in the "second form" (ii) as follows:
Theorem 2.10. Let d ∈ N * , let (α 1 , . . . , α d ) be a family of simultaneously diophantine numbers and let ξ be a 1-periodic C 1 vector field on R whose time-t map is C ∞ for every t ∈ α := Z+α 1 Z + · · · + α d Z. Then, there exists T ⊂ α dense in [0, 1] such that, for every r ∈ N * , {f t , t ∈ T } is C r+1 -bounded.
As a consequence, for every r ∈ N * , f t is C r for every t ∈ R and {f t , t ∈ [0, 1]} is C rbounded.
In the case d = 1, dealt with in Section 2.4.1, T will simply be Z+α 1 N∩[0, 1] (cf. Proposition 2.12). The situation is more subtle in the general case, studied in Section 2.4.1. In these two next sections, we explain how to use the arithmetic condition to deduce Theorem 2.10 from the general estimates of Lemma 2.14 (which requires no arithmetic condition, and will itself be proved in Section 2.5).
For now, let us just explain how the first claim of the above statement implies the second: let t ∈ [0, 1] and let (τ k ) k be a sequence in T converging to t. The sequence (f τ k ) k is bounded in C r+1 -topology so by Ascoli's theorem, up to extraction, (f τ k ) k converges in C r -topology towards some h of class C r . But (f τ k ) k C 1 -converges towards f t , which proves that f t is C r and bounded in C r norm by the same constant as {f t , t ∈ T }. The C r -regularity of f t for every t ∈ R follows by composition.
Proof of Proposition 2.9. We identify ξ with the function u ∈ C 1 (T 1 ) such that ξ = u∂ x . Let r ∈ N * .
(i) ⇒ (ii) Assume there existξ ∈ C r (T 1 ) and ψ ∈ D r (T 1 ) such that ξ = ψ * ξ , and let (f t ) t∈R be the flow ofξ. Then the map (t, x) →f t (x) is C r , so (ii) holds if one replaces (f t ) t by (f t ) t . Since for every t ∈ R, f t = ψ −1 •f t • ψ, one concludes using Faà di Bruno's formula.
(ii) ⇒ (i) Let us assume that (ii) holds. Let
Then ψ commutes with the unit translation and ψ is C r on I, by "derivation under the integral", thanks to the C r -boundedness of the {f t , t ∈ R}, with derivatives
In particular Dψ(x) > 0 for all x ∈ R so ψ is a C r -diffeomorphism. Now we need to check that ψ conjugates ξ to a C r vector field. Letf t = ψ • f t • ψ −1 and
Then actually:ξ
which is indeed a C r map, so the proof is complete.
Note that in the "circle case" where f 1 = T 1 (cf. introduction), thisξ is simply the unit vector field on R, so ψ conjugates (f t ) t∈R to the group of translations (T t ) t∈R . Thus, if we now consider a circle diffeomorphism g of irrational rotation numberᾱ, define (g t ) t∈R as before Proposition 2.9 and assume {g t , t ∈ [0, 1]} is C r -bounded, then applying the above to lifts of these diffeomorphisms, we get a ψ ∈ D r (T 1 ) which induces a C r -diffeomorphismψ of the circle conjugating g to the rotation Rᾱ and defined byψ(x) = 1 0 g s (x)dx.
Control on {f
In order to fragment the complexity, we first present the proof of Theorem 2.10 for d = 1, and we then explain how to adapt it to the general case.
Case d = 1
In this case, what we prove is the exact analogue of the C r+1 -boundedness, for every r ∈ N * , of the set of iterates {g n , n ∈ N} in Herman and Yoccoz' linearization Theorem for a smooth diffeomorphism g with diophantine rotation numberᾱ. Recall that, to Herman and Yoccoz' diffeomorphism g corresponds, in our setting, a pair (F 1 = T 1 , F α ) of commuting diffeomorphisms of R, embedded in a one-parameter family of homeomorphisms (F t ) t∈R (lifts of the g t 's in the previous section). The C r+1 -boundedness of {g n , n ∈ N}, is then equivalent to the C r+1 -boundedness of a particular set of lifts. Not {(F α ) n = F nα , n ∈ N}, which is not even C 0 -bounded (the translation numbers go to infinity with n), but their "translates":
, n ∈ N} (where [·] denotes the integral part), or equivalently {F {nα} , n ∈ N}, where {β}, for a real number β, denotes not its fractional part, as is standard, but the unique representative of β mod 1 belonging to [− 1 2 , 1 2 ) (equal to the actual fractional part when the latter is less than 1 2 , and to the fractional part minus 1 otherwise).
Remark 2.11. This notation, while unconventional, has the advantage that, if ( ps qs ) s∈N is the sequence of convergents of an irrational number α, the sequence ({q s α}) s∈N goes to 0 with alternating sign: for every s ∈ N, {q s α} = (−1) s q s α and (2q s+1 ) −1 < q s α < q −1 s+1 . If {·} was, more standardly, the fractional part, ({q s α}) s∈N would divide into two subsequences converging respectively to 0 and 1. We refer to [He79] , for example, for everything about diophantine approximation of irrational numbers.
Similarly, in our situation, what we prove is the following:
Proposition 2.12. Let ξ be a 1-periodic C 1 vector field on R, whose time-1 and α maps of the flow (f t ) t∈R are C ∞ , with α diophantine. Then, for every r ∈ N, {f {nα} , n ∈ N} is C r+1 -bounded.
With our notation, {{nα}, n ∈ N} is dense in [− 1 2 , 1 2 ] rather than [0, 1], but the C r+1 -boundedness of {f {nα} , n ∈ N} naturally implies that of {f 2{nα} , n ∈ N}, which this time implies Theorem 2.10 for d = 1, letting T := {2{nα}, n ∈ N} ∩ [0, 1].
According to Corollary 2.8, it suffices to prove that, under the hypotheses of the proposition, {log Df {nα} , n ∈ N} is C r -bounded for every r ∈ N * . We will see at the end of the section that this follows, by composition, from the following, where ( ps qs ) s denotes the sequence of convergents of the α under scrutiny: Lemma 2.13. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 2.12, for every r ∈ N, there exist C and δ > 0 such that ∀s ∈ N, ∀b ∈ [0, As we will see shortly, this follows, using the diophantine condition, from the general estimate below, which, itself, does not require this condition, and to which the whole Section 2.5 is devoted:
Lemma 2.14. Let ξ be a 1-periodic C 1 vector field on R, whose time-1 and α maps of the flow (f t ) t∈R are C ∞ , for some irrational number α ∈ [0, Remark 2.15. This statement corresponds in [Yo84] to a combination of Lemma 14 and Proposition 5 of this article, which both require the diophantine condition (which is needed to prove the C 1 -boundedness of {f {nα} , n ∈ N}, whereas this is part of the hypotheses for us), while their analogues here, namely Lemma 2.20 and Proposition 2.21, do not.
Let us conclude this section by explaining how the last statement implies Lemma 2.13 and how Lemma 2.13 implies Proposition 2.12.
Proof of Lemma 2.13. Fix r ∈ N. The diophantine condition on α implies the existence of ν > 0 such that q s+1 ≤ q 1+ν s for every s ∈ N, so that, for a given k ≥ r, the estimate of Lemma 2.14 becomes: for every s ∈ N, every b ∈ [0,
Picking k big enough that ρ(r, k) < 0, we get the desired estimate.
Proof of Theorem 2.12. We still denote by (q s ) s∈N the sequence of denominators of the convergents of α, and we abbreviate q s α by α s for every s ∈ N (not to be confused with the family α 1 , . . . , α d of the general statement of Theorems 2.10 or B; here, there is a single diophantine number α, and (α s ) s∈N is a sequence in Z + αZ ∩ [0, Indeed, for every s ∈ N * , 0 ≤ b s α s ≤ a s α s ≤ α s−1 , and α s+2 < 1 2 α s so
Now let us denote by B the set of integers whose decomposition ( ) starts with b 0 = 0. It is enough for us to show that {f {nα} , n ∈ B} is C r+1 -bounded. Indeed, any m ∈ N is of the form b 0 + n with b 0 ∈ [[0, q 1 ]] and n ∈ B, in which case
and each component of the finite union on the right is C r+1 -bounded if {f {nα} , n ∈ B} is, by composition. Equivalently (cf. Corollary 2.8), we are going to prove that {log Df {nα} , n ∈ B} is C rbounded. So let n ∈ B, τ = {nα} = S t=0 b t {q t α} and for all 0 ≤ s ≤ S, τ s = s t=0 b t {q t α}. We want to control D r log Df τ 0 independently of the sequence (b t ) t . To that end, we proceed inductively on 0 ≤ s ≤ S, controlling log Df τs r = D r log Df τs 0 (cf. Lemma 2.3) in terms of log Df τ s−1 r . Formula (G), applied to g = f bs{qsα} and h = f τ s−1 writes D r log Df τs = X + Y + Z with:
First, Y 0 = log Df τ s−1 r and, for δ > 0 given by Lemma 2.13 and using the C 0 -boundedness of {Df t , t ∈ [−1, 1]}, X 0 ≤ Cq −δ s (here and from now on, C, C , etc. denote some "constants" (depending on r and ξ but not on τ or s) which may vary from one estimate to the next). Similarly, in Z, for 1 ≤ l ≤ r − 1 :
and using Lemma 2.6 :
In the end, log Df 
Case d ≥ 2
The generalization of the proof of Theorem 2.10 from the case d = 1 to the case d ≥ 2 is entirely based on [Fa-Kh09]. In the case of a single diophantine number α (cf. previous subsection), the argument leading from the general estimates of Lemma 2.14 to Proposition 2.12 (or equivalently Theorem 2.10) via Lemma 2.13 relies on the existence, for the whole sequence of convergents of α, of a uniform control of each denominator in terms of the previous one. In the case of a family of simultaneously diophantine numbers α (1) , . . . , α (d)2 , one does not have such a control for each α i individually, since each α i may be Liouville. However, very roughly speaking, the arithmetic condition guarantees the existence of so-called diophantine strings of denominators for which such a control holds for each α i (and thus for which estimates like those of Lemma 2.13 hold), strings which "overlap", so that in the end, we have a control on sufficiently many
, to obtain Theorem 2.10 by composition.
More precisely, given α ∈ R \ Q and ν > 0, following [Fa-Kh09], we let A ν (α) := {s ∈ N ; q s+1 ≤ q We do not need the precise definition of this notion here, only the fact that it implies the existence of ν > 0 such that, if (q s ) s∈N and (q s ) s∈N denote the sequences of denominators of the convergents of α and β respectively, and if we define the sets of "diophantine times" by We thus consider a 1-periodic C 1 vector field ξ on R, denote its flow by (f t ) t∈R , and assume f 1 , f α and f β are smooth for α and β as above, and we are left with proving that {log Df t , t ∈ T }, is C r -bounded, for every r ∈ N * , for T defined as above. This will follow from the next lemma:
Lemma 2.16. For every r ∈ N * , there exist δ > 0 and C such that, This lemma follows directly from the general estimates of Lemma 2.14 by definition of A ν (·), just like Lemma 2.13 followed from the same estimates using the diophantine condition.
Let us finally check that this implies the C r -boundedness of {log Df t , t ∈ T }, just like Lemma 2.13 implied Proposition 2.12: the exact same argument proves, by the very definition of A andÃ, that {f {uα} , u ∈ A} and {f {vβ} , v ∈Ã} are C r+1 -bounded. Now if (u, v) ∈ A ×Ã, {uα + vβ} = {uα} + {vβ} + 0, 1 or −1, and one concludes by composition.
General estimates (proof of Lemma 2.14)
We place ourself under the hypothesis of Lemma 2.14, namely: α ∈ (R \ Q) ∩ [0, 1 4 ), ξ is a 1-periodic C 1 vector field on R, (f t ) t is its flow and f 1 and f α are assumed smooth. Recall that, in this situation, for every t ∈ Z + αZ, for every r ∈ N * , Df t − 1 and log Df t belong to C r 0 (T 1 ) (cf Section 2.2). We still denote by (q s ) s the sequence of denominators of the convergents of α, and write, for every s ∈ N, α s = q s α = |{q s α}|.
Let k ∈ N * . We wish to estimate, for 0 ≤ r ≤ k, log Df b{qsα} r in terms of q s , q s+1 , r and k, independently on b ∈ [0, The first observation is that the C 1 -regularity of ξ gives a very good estimate on ∆ Proof. This is where starting with a C 1 vector field is important: for every x ∈ R, t ∈ R → Df t (x) is a solution of the "first variations" equation: log Df
Proof. Hadamard's inequalities (applied to r 1 = 0, r 2 = r and r 3 = k) and Lemma 2.17 give constants C and C such that, for every r ∈ [[0, k]] and every s ∈ N,
remembering, for the last inequality, that q
Remark 2.19. In [Yo84] , r is replaced by r + 1 in the analogue of the above statement. This is because the hypothesis of C 1 -conjugacy under which he gets this estimate in Lemma 13 is weaker than our hypothesis of having a C 1 vector field. This difference turns out to have a tremendous effect on the rest of the proof. Namely, in order to prove the analogue of Lemma 2.20 below by composition, Yoccoz needs the diophantine condition to control some extra terms, which do not appear in our case. 
These estimates have a double use: first, they are used to prove, by a kind of induction on s ∈ N, that the sequence (∆ (k) s /q s ) s is bounded (cf. Proposition 2.21), using a decomposition of f {q s+1 α} in terms of f {qsα} and f {q s−1 α} ; and then, this control on ∆ (k) s is fed back into these estimates to yield Lemma 2.14 of Section 2.4 directly.
Proof. The proof is by induction on r. Note that, for s ≥ 1, there are relations of the form q s+1 = a s q s + q s−1 and {q s+1 α} = a s {q s α} + {q s−1 α}, i.e. α s+1 = α s−1 − a s α s > 0, with a s = [ 
From now on, C, C , etc. denote some "constants" (depending on r and ξ but not on s, n or i) which may vary from one estimate to the next.
Again by Lemma 2.17,
In particular, for l ≥ 1, one can apply Lemma 2.6 to estimateẼ r l :
and thus: A i,l ≤ C log Dg r−l log Dg i l . Lemma 2.18 and the induction hypothesis then give, again for l ≥ 1:
and for l = 0, by Lemma 2.18,
so in the end:
which concludes the induction. Proof. Throughout this proof, we abbreviate ∆ (k) s by ∆ s . We recall that ( α s ) is a converging series. For every s ∈ N * , let R s = +∞ t=s α t be its remainder at order s, and define
Then ∆ s ≤ ∆ s (∆ s = D k log Df {qsα} 0 belongs to the set of which ∆ s is the supremum), so it is sufficient to prove that (∆ s /q s ) s is bounded.
Fix s ∈ N * . We have {q s+1 α} = {q s−1 α} + a s {q s α}, with a s ≥ 1, so according to the derivation formula (G), we have a decomposition:
Let us write, furthermore, for any given
We must thus estimate X 0 , Y 0 and Z 0 as finely as possible (for example, writing X 0 ≤ X 0 Df u 0 is already a loss of precision we cannot afford). First,
and since |a s {q s α}| = a s α s ≤ α s−1 and |u| ≤ R s , |u + a s α s | ≤ R s + α s−1 = R s−1 so
The way in which we are now going to control Y 0 is very similar to the proof of Lemma 2.20. We apply Formula H in to g = f {qsα} :
by Lemmas 2.6 and 2.17,
by Lemma 2.20
(here and from now on, as in previous proofs, C, C , etc. denote some "constants" (depending on k, l and ξ but not on s, i or u) whose value may vary from one estimate to the next). Hence, using Lemmas 2.17 and 2.18,
and in the end:
s ). In order to estimate Z 0 , we have, for 1 ≤ l ≤ k, according to Lemmas 2.6, 2.17 and 2.20
and according to Lemmas 2.17 and 2.18,
s a s ∆ s . Gathering the estimates on X , Y and Z , we get:
Let θ s = max{∆ t /q t , 0 ≤ t ≤ s}. We just proved the existence of C ∈ R such that for all s ≥ 1,
Now s (1 + Cq −1 s ) is converging, so the sequence (θ s ) s is bounded, which concludes the proof.
As already mentioned in Section 2.4, fed back into the estimate of Lemma 2.20, this gives Lemma 2.14, and thus concludes the proof of Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem C
Now fed back into the estimate of Lemma 2.18, the result of Proposition 2.21 gives:
Lemma 2.22. Let ξ be a 1-periodic C 1 vector field on R, whose time-1 and α maps of the flow (f t ) t∈R are C ∞ , for some irrational number α ∈ [0, 1 4 ). Then, for every r ∈ N * , there exist δ > 0 and C ∈ R such that ∀s ∈ N, log Df
In particular (applying Corollary 2.7), the sequence (f {qsα} ) s∈N converges towards the identity in C r -topology.
Proof. Fix r ∈ N * and let k ∈ N such that 1 − 2r k = δ > 0. Lemma 2.18 and Proposition 2.21 then give C and M > 0 such that for every s ∈ N, log Df
From now on, we place ourselves in the reduced setting of Theorem C, i.e. precisely under the hypotheses of the above lemma. Letting
let us prove that f t is C ∞ for every t in the Cantor set K α . Deducing this from Lemma 2.22 is very similar to deducing Proposition 2.12 and its corollary Theorem 2.10 (case d = 1) from Lemma 2.13. Fix (b s ) s∈N * ∈ {0, 1} N * , let τ = +∞ s=1 b s {q s α} and, for every S ∈ N * , τ S = S s=1 b s {q s α} and n S = S s=1 b s q s , so that, as seen in the proof of Proposition 2.12, τ S = {n S α}. Hence (f {n S α} ) S∈N * converges in C 1 -topology towards f τ , so by Ascoli, it suffices to prove that {f {n S α} , S ∈ N * } is C r+1 -bounded, or equivalently (by Corollary 2.8), that {log Df {n S α} , S ∈ N * } is C r -bounded, for every r ∈ N * . The proof is then identical to that of Proposition 2.12, except this time (b s ) s ∈ {0, 1} N * , Lemma 2.22 is used instead of 2.13, and q −δ s is replaced by q −δ s+1 , which is even better.
3 Proof of Theorem A
Overview
Most statements of this section will be made precise and proved afterwards, in Sections 3.2 to 3.4. In the introduction, we made a parallel between Theorem A and Theorem 1.9 on circle diffeomorphisms. In the following outline, the ideas that are specific to the closed half-line, as opposed to the circle (i.e. in fact R), are developed in Section 3.1.1, while Section 3.1.2 deals with ideas common to both.
Sergeraert's construction
We first need to understand how to build a C 1 contracting vector field whose flow contains smooth time-t maps (not necessarily a dense subset of times for now) and non-C 2 ones. This is what Sergeraert does in [Se77] (with a smooth time-1 map and a non-C 2 time-1 2 map). If we were working on R rather than R + , it would be easy to construct a C 1 vector field whose time-1 map is C ∞ while its time-1 2 map is not C 3 , say: start with the unit vector field on R (whose time-1 map is the unit translation T 1 ), and pull it back (which corresponds to conjugating the flow maps) by any C 2 (so that the resulting vector field is C 1 ) and non-C 3 diffeomorphism Φ commuting with the unit translation (i.e. leaving the time-1 map of the initial vector field unchanged) but not at all with the translation by But this idea fails (at least without adaptation) in our "contracting" setting: if we start with a smooth contracting vector field on R + , and we pull it back by a C 2 -diffeomorphism Φ which commutes with the time-1 map, by Kopell's Lemma, Φ belongs to the flow, so the result of the pull-back is... the initial vector field! Nevertheless, we will see shortly that the idea in Sergeraert's construction (though this is not explicit in his formulation) and in ours is indeed to start with a smooth vector field and to perform successive pull-backs by diffeomorphisms which "almost" commute with the time-1 map but do not commute at all with other times of the flow. It was pointed out to us by C. Bonatti that this construction can be slightly modified so that the conjugating diffeomorphisms in the sequence have disjoint supports, which makes the computations simpler. What we describe now is this "variation on Sergeraert's construction".
We start with a smooth vector field ξ 0 (described below) and we are going to obtain the desired vector field ξ (the one with a smooth time-1 map and a non-C 2 time-1/2 map) as a limit of a sequence of deformations ξ k , k ∈ N * , each ξ k being the pull-back ϕ * k ξ k−1 of the previous one by some smooth diffeomorphism ϕ k of R + supported in an interval I k (closer and closer to 0 as k grows and containing many fundamental intervals of the time-1 map f 1 0 =: f 0 of ξ 0 ). Moreover, we are going to choose these supports pairwise disjoint and sufficiently far away from one another so that the relation f t k = ϕ
• ϕ k between the flows (f t k ) t∈R and (f t k−1 ) t∈R of ξ k and ξ k−1 becomes, for t ∈ [0, 1],
The point is to cook up the conjugations ϕ k so that (
. Thus, what we really want is ϕ
is C 2 -big. We now explain how this can be achieved with a ϕ k commuting with f 1 0 almost everywhere (outside two fundamental intervals of this map, to be precise) but not at all with f 1/2 0 , provided the initial vector field is cleverly chosen (recall we cannot ask ϕ k to commute with f 1 0 everywhere, otherwise it would also commute with f 1/2 0 ). Namely, the ξ 0 we start with is made of "bricks" of the form described on Figure 1 (which actually represents the graph of the function dx(ξ 0 )) defined on smaller and smaller pairwise disjoint segments B k , k ∈ N * , closer and closer to 0 as k grows (which will contain the I k , k ∈ N * , mentioned above) and glued together smoothly by interpolation on the complementary intervals G k (cf. Figure 2 , and (3) in Section 3.2 for the actual definition).
Each brick resembles an undersea landscape with a shallow central region and symmetric equally deep regions, whose respective altitudes −u k and −v k (measured from the water surface, so that 0 < u k < v k ) go to zero much faster than their widths (so that ξ 0 is infinitly flat at 0), but at very different speeds in the sense that the ratios v k /u k (and actually v k k /u k ) tend to infinity. As we will see, this vector field is specifically designed so that a small and very localized perturbation of f 1 0 in the "deep regions" (resulting from a conjugation) translates into a huge perturbation of its Szekeres vector field and some of its flow-maps in the "shallow ones". Let us thus move on to the description of ϕ k , for k ≥ 1, which will be the identity except on a subinterval I k of the domain B k of the k-th brick, where it will coincide with a diffeomorphism φ k of R * + also commuting with f 1 0 but oscillating wildly, especially in the domain S k of the "shallow region". More precisely, the ingredients are the following:
• let ψ be the C ∞ -diffeomorphism from R to (0, +∞) defined by ψ(s) = f s 0 (1), which conjugates the restriction to (0, +∞) of each flow map f t 0 to the translation T t by t on R, and in particular f 1 0 to the unit translation (and which sends Z to the orbit of 1 under f 1 0 ). Conjugation by ψ thus yields a one-to-one correspondance between diffeomorphisms of R commuting with the unit translation and diffeomorphisms of R * + commuting with f 1 0 . Note by the way that Dψ = ξ 0 • ψ, or equivalently Dψ −1 = 1/ξ 0 . In particular, in restriction to the domains D ± k of the "deep regions" (resp. to S k ), ψ −1 is a homothety of ratio −v
• let δ k be the smooth 1-periodic map on R whose restriction to [0, 1] is described on Figure  3 , and let Φ k = id R +δ k , which, in particular, fixes (this is the analogue of Φ in the "baby case" of the second paragraph of this section);
, which commutes with f 1 0 on R * + since Φ k commutes with T 1 on R (but not with f 1/2 0 as we will see), and fixes the orbit of 1 under f 1/4 0 . We will see that the shape of ξ 0 and size of δ k are precisely designed so that φ k − id is C k -small on D ± k and C 2 -big on S k (cf. (6));
• let x 
and the identity elsewhere (in particular it is supported in B k as required). As a first observation, φ k and id R + commute with f 1 0 so ϕ k , which is "piecewise one or the other", commutes with f 1 0 except "near the transitions". More precisely, one can check (cf (10) and its proof) that by construction
, where it is equal to φ k − id and φ −1 k − id respectively, using the fact that f 1 0 is just a translation there. Now remembering that on D ± k , φ k is conjugated to Φ k = id +δ k by a homothety of ratio −v −1 k , we get that the C k -norm of γ k is roughly of the order of δ k k v −k+1 k , which is bounded below by (
k , and we want this γ k to be C k -small in order to get the C ∞ -convergence of (f 1 k ) k . This is precisely the purpose of the initial hypothesis on the difference of convergence speed between (u k ) k and (v k ) k . Now in the middle of S k , ϕ k − id = φ k − id is not C k -or even C 2 -small, and neither is ϕ
0 . This is where the size and disymetric shape of δ k come into play: one can check that on one half of a fundamental interval f
is precisely φ k − id, whose C 2 -norm there is this time of the order of δ k 2 u −1 k (again by a homothety argument), which is bounded below by (
which goes to infinity with k.
Thus, superimposing all these perturbations (i.e conjugating by χ k = ϕ 1 • ...
• ϕ k , which can be proved to C 1 -converge, and taking the C 1 -limit) has the desired effect on the time-1/2 map of the limit vector field.
Combination with Anosov-Katok-type methods
We now give the idea of the proof of Theorem A in the case d = 1. Without loss of generality (replacing α 1 =: α by some β ∈ Z + αZ if necessary), we can assume that the irrational number α belongs to (0, 1). We want to modify the above construction so that in the end, both 1 and α are smooth times of the flow of the limit vector field. The idea is to pick a sequence (p k /q k ) k≥1 of rational approximations of α (not necessarily its convergents), to take an initial vector field ξ 0 similar to Sergeraert's (the choice of (u k ) k depending this time on (q k ) k , as we will see), and, this time, to ask ϕ k to commute almost everywhere not with f 1 0 anymore, but with f 1/q k 0 (and thus with both f
+ k ] (defined as before), but this time, on this segment, it is conjugated by the same ψ as before to a diffeomorphism Φ k = id R +δ k of R commuting with the translation by 1/q k rather than the unit one. Again, we write φ k = ψ • Φ k • ψ −1 and this time we can check that for
, where it is equal to φ k − id and φ −1 k − id respectively, again using the fact that f p/q k 0 is just a translation there. The restriction to [0, 1/q k ] of δ k has the same disymetric shape as in the previous paragraph and the same C 0 -norm u k /v k (this is to ensure the irregularity of some limit time-t map, just as in 3.1.1), but this time it is supported in a smaller interval, of length 1/2q k . One can show by repeated applications of the mean value theorem that its C l -norm is now bounded below by u k v −1 k q l k , so γ p k k , for p = p k and q k , which is again of the order of
k ) k . Now again, we want these γ p k to be C k -small (which requires u k to be less than (
k ) for l = k and k − 1, assuming these "norms" are well-defined), the above implies
which ensures the regularity of the limit time-α map (cf. Lemma 3.7). Now much as in 3.1.1, one can see that ϕ k k and ξ k k are big, and more importantly bigger than q k k . So, basically, in order for the process to converge, we need |α − p k /q k | to be much smaller than 1/q k k for all k, which means α must be a Liouville number. The existence of a non-C 2 flow map is guaranteed by the construction much as in 3.1.1 (cf. Proposition 3.2).
In [Ey11] , we proved the existence of some well-chosen α, (q k ) k , (u k ) k and (v k ) k (obtained by induction) for which the process indeed converges. The main contribution of this part of the present article is to make all the "rough" estimates above precise, i.e to control the size of the perturbations in terms of the initial data (q k ) k , and to infer that any Liouville number α has a suitable approximation by rational numbers for which the process converges and provides the desired vector field ξ (and similarly for families of non simultaneously diophantine numbers).
Let us now move on to the complete proof of Theorem A.
Turning rational approximations into vector fields
What we describe in this section is a "manufacturing process" which, to any increasing sequence of positive integers (q k ) k≥1 , associates a specific C 1 vector field ξ on R + , with a smooth time-1 map. It will be obtained as a C 1 -limit of a sequence (ξ k ) k like the one of the previous paragraph, which will be described explicitly this time. Then (in Sections 3.3 and 3.4), we show that for any family of non simultaneously diophantine numbers α 1 , . . . , α d , there is a suitable sequence (q k ) k≥1 such that the vector field ξ associated to (q k ) k≥1 has all the additional properties listed in Theorem A.
Let (q k ) k≥1 be any increasing sequence of positive integers (fixed until the end of Section 3.2). In order to produce ξ, we must first associate to (q k ) k≥1 a number of intermediate objects, the main ones being an initial vector field ξ 0 , smooth on R + , and a sequence (ϕ k ) k≥1 of smooth commuting diffeomorphisms of R + . Those are then used, as explained in the outline, to deform ξ 0 gradually to new smooth vector fields
which converge in C 1 -topology, and we will define ξ as their limit.
Common basis
Some material used to construct ξ 0 is independent of (q k ) k≥1 , namely the coefficients (v k ) k≥1 defined by v k = 2 −(k+3) 2 for all k ≥ 1, and two smooth functions β, δ : R → [0, 1] satisfying the following conditions:
• β vanishes outside − 
Initial vector field and related objects
The coefficients (u k ) k≥1 defined now on the other hand, depend on (q k ) k :
where 0 < η k ≤ 2 −k−4 is chosen such that, for any ϕ ∈ Diff k (R + ),
(such an η k can be obtained using Formula (Inv)). The initial vector field ξ 0 is then defined by ξ 0 (0) = 0, ξ 0 (x) = −v 1 for all x ≥ 1 2 and, for all k ≥ 1, We denote by (f t 0 ) t∈R the flow of ξ 0 , and fix a forward orbit {a l = f l 0 (1), l ≥ 0} of f 0 = f 1 0 . A simple computation of travel time at constant speed shows that for every k ≥ 1, there exist integers i, j and l such that
We denote by j(k), l(k) and i(k) the smallest integers j, l, i satisfying the above. Thus
Conjugating diffeomorphisms and their properties
For all k ≥ 1, let
• Φ k = id R +δ k (which commutes with the translation by 1 q k and fixes 1 4q k Z); (and a fortiori under f 1 0 ) since ψ conjugates f s 0 to T s ;
As explained in the overview, the size and shape of φ k − id will be important to prove the regularity of the limit time-1 map (cf. Proposition 3.1) and the non-regularity of other flow-maps (cf. Proposition 3.2). To that aim, note that
A consequence is that on J ± k (which is stable under φ k ), for all m
by definition (2) of η k .
Similarly 
Convergence of the time-1 maps
We define, for all k ≥ 1, χ k = ϕ 1 • · · · • ϕ k , ξ k = χ * k ξ 0 = ϕ * k ξ k−1 and denote by (f t k ) t∈R the flow of ξ k . Just like in the outline 3.1.2, for all p ∈ [[0,
that is outside [x In particular, the sequence (f 1 k ) k of time-1 maps converges in C ∞ -topology towards a smooth contraction f , whose Szekeres vector field ξ is the C 1 -limit of the sequence of vector fields (ξ k ) k .
Proof. The estimates follow directly from (9), (10) and (7), and the convergence of the time-1 maps f 1 k = f k towards a smooth diffeomorphism f follows. Let us check that f is still a contraction. For every x > 0,
Indeed, either f k (x) = f k−1 (x) or, if x ∈ J ± k , |f 0 (x) − x| = v k and
which implies inequality (11) since u k /v k ≤ 2 −k−2 . Thus for all x ∈ R * + ,
So f has no other fixed point than 0. We could prove the C 1 -convergence of the sequence (ξ k ) k by hand, as in [Ey11] . But in fact, this convergence can be derived directly from the C ∞ -convergence of the time-1 maps, as an immediate consequence of a theorem by Yoccoz [Yo84, chap. 4, Theorem 2.5] asserting the continuous dependence of the Szekeres vector field with respect to its time-1 map (in a more general setting and for suitably defined topologies). and in particular, using the fact that φ l is conjugated to Φ l by a homothety of ratio −u l , 3.3 Polynomial control of the manufactured objects This proposition relies on the following assertions.
Lemma 3.4. There are universal bounds on all derivatives of ξ 0 and f t 0 , t ∈ [−1, 1], i.e. bounds which depend neither on (q k ) k nor on t. In particular, ξ 0 1 < 1 and for every t ∈ [−1, 1], Df t 0 0 < e.
Lemma 3.5. There is a polynomial (in q k ) control on the growth of the derivatives of ϕ k , i.e. there exist universal maps c, n : N * × N → N * such that for any (q k ) k≥1 , the associated (ϕ k ) k≥1 satisfies max ϕ k − id r , ϕ −1 k − id r < c(k, r)q n(k,r) k ∀(k, r) ∈ N * × N.
Proof of Proposition 3.3 using Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. We proceed by induction on k.
Step k = 0 follows directly from Lemma 3.4 and Faà di Bruno's Formula. For k ≥ 1, step k follows from step k − 1 and Lemma 3.5 applying Faà di Bruno's formula and the chain rule to the relations
Proof of Lemma 3.4. It is rather clear from the definition (3) of ξ 0 that ξ 0 and its derivatives are bounded independently of the coefficients (u k ) k , and thus of (q k ) k . We already noted that ξ 0 1 < 1. Similar bounds on the derivatives of the flow maps (for a compact set of times) are then obtained from the equalities (where c and n are the maps given by Proposition 3.3), with the additional requirement that
